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20 vote on find ex ay m.

Last class: -
a-dim Gaussiandistfor xenon

x ~' N n (u,s)
10 neon vectorn=(Exp.-Èlan]]
20man covariance matrixS (is 4)= El(X;-mi)(Xj-u,.))

is symmetric, PSD
ï For any acorn'R.r. Fatx has univaiate normal distribution.

Claim: For a y _n or-dimdist over IR,An-dinGaussian
dist at same quadratic moments.
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in f [x;1xj7=EICy:yi].
Idea: let £9,iritic be spectral de comp.

set
y: nixie gwk Uk forlidGaussian(standard)

Wk.y
W k

~



y =< iny l ïa
wk Vis~

Claim: E [yip]: [_|[nix;] | and
@

y is a-dim Gaussianto

ï : If [yiyi)= If_{ccan Hawk(i) Vt)Lis {Fixk'r
wk'via(j]1]

= { •r7k_ | 7kNcalibrates)[ If] Uk wk'
If k = t)

=7 If [win'}= 1

it.1-4k' =7Z [hawk]( =0
variance of std Gaussian)
(in dep. std Gaussian,mean 0 each)

= {exkuk(i) uk (i)
= g *4 vacuities.)
= Eli;)C. covariance matrix of 1×1
= Exits].I



PR of Q:Since g 7.0 .evecs --(Vil form o. n. basis for (R?

: toFor any aEIRn
) a = {9; r; for{43=1R.

Recall y: %Fik wkNia.

e any =% T Fiveg { ) inEx;win)
= ga, rx;w; L Uk are on. basis)

in
IR

in

std Gaussian

which is nomad since son of Gauss an is Gaussian.
Conclusion:Any. dist over ironis napped to n.vaiate Gaussian

dist it same2nd moments.

Claim:

Dan

same trickapplies to deg-2 pseudo distributions
since "pseudo. covariance matrix"is also PSD!



Algorithms forconvex problems
_

Chapter 9 (Boyd (Vanderburgh): Unconstrainedminimnation.
_

G out: -compete p*= min flyt (x): 1R^i->/Rconvex twice differectable

continuouslyRecall:If f is differentiable,& convex,

the x *Ern is optimal ifforf ï(x*)=0. (9.2)
High-levelideato achieve god: -

Choose "suitable" x(07 inLiteral pt)in IR'.
20Iteratively improve"current ptn until "close"to pat.
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Q: |O*How to choose Xeon?
2* How to design each iterations.
FOHow to bound * iterations needed to get' It-optimal"sol''?



Q* Initial,on / Fit(o) : x
_

-For our purposes,if f is continuous ï domf= IR', anyxo IR'.
works.

"Mare generally,
X(0) E doff

20 sublevel set S={xedonflfox) If (too)]is closed,xo

Q* Recallf convex iff82f[x)10.

stronglyconvex
_

: ] moo sit. Exes 82 f (x)}/MI 7 (9.7)
with this,we can strengthenfirst-order conditions

for convexity:
Fact: Forany X, yes]

fly) = FCA)+0 by-if0222)lynx)
for somet Expyï (Taylor's the)

in
*

- 1 ff strongly convex,then *7, myPly-xls.
fly) 71 fix + of (aptly. X)+ [ in,* Yr-x| 1, 2. J(9.8)

infirst-ordercords.



Fly)" f (x) + of Ext (y -x)+ Folly-xls S.
These strengthened I.Q.-conditionsallow us to boundftp*"

Fix X. Rets is

(9.8)

of (9.8) is convex quadraticin (unconstrained)for ofy.

~= y| t inof (x)minimizes RHS.

Pkg into (9.83:fly) 7,fox) ~ 1\oflx)h 1122.

This works of yES too choose y=y*of, optimalpt:
of

p*flytrap, fix)"In 11012112
=) if 11of (x)2 11,fTimeotherfax-patNEh \

(9.9)

Q: we had of (4) "MIï̂ we car alsoget officeMI for some
MER.4 ) (y fIf (xo))t(9.9) ï Since oannex for unbounded

unless of (x) to Y x{thisimplies
S is bounded.

=) } { maxFred)which is continuous farof X on S,it bounded,
Is ] MO S.F. oftentimes V xo's.Damain



SA insular argument via Taylor'sthe yields:
Eyes : fly) FCA)+ of (4 t(y -x)+is1\y -xllb

=) p* tPH)- L 2M11041112'

of ] m, MSt. off (4))Int EMI.

L) will be important for complexity analysis
is typically, m 4M not known in practice
L, geometricinterpretation (roughly):

itis upper bound on "anisotropy" ofS, in

small "anisotropy"=7 S roughly same "width"in all directions

large "anisotropy" =7S has large width
is

r

n some directions.



if Itou the design intention step in
Technique 1:_

Alg9.3 Gradient descent
In put:starting TtXt donf.

Repeat
1.ï (Pick dir)set ox ! = -of (4)/

2.
Line(Pick step size)Line search:

choose step size tvia exactor backtracking slave h.
3. update= setx=x+t ox.

until"stopping criterion" satisfied
L) typically\\ offal)2912for small 4O.

comments20 How to choose t?
Lowell wise: t= flxtS ox)argmin

S 710
(exact line search)



20 laidor or to guaranteef(xek+,PE(flack)must have
of *4k] )l

F\
o x(k\<0 ("descent method")
t ï(use first-odeconvexity cords.)

Note:5 *k)= sofa)
1k) satisfies this.


